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efficient response to natural disaster damage of infrastructure close to the river. It consists of classification and categorization of facilities for accomplishing the conceptual design of inventory for damage of infrastructure close to the river. However, there are arising problems of efficient management on disaster, such as poor management of data facilities and constructions which is managed by the different types of government departments. Therefore, this research presented conceptual models of damage assessment inventory on risks of damage infrastructure close to the river using the United states'HAZUS-MH to analyze damage facilities, type of asset classification, classification of domestic facilities and guidelines for computing the value of assets. Conceptual models of inventory this research presented is to be used on the data for damage response on protected inland damage assessment and to increase efficiency for evaluating detailed damage amount of private property by natural disaster and to establish a restoration plan. (Yeo et al., 2011 Building Building is an artificial structure with a roof and walls standing permanently on the ground. Buildings are used as housing, work, assembly, entertainment, and storage.
높은 잠재적 손실 시설의 분류

보험가액 및 손해액의 평가기준에
Structure
The Building Act defines structure as an artificial body or a construction. Structures include railway services, power generations, power transmission and distribution, broadcast and wireless communication, stadiums, amusement parks, roads, and so on. Building is excluded in this definition.
Facility
Facility is an installation, contrivance, or other things which facilitates something; a place for doing something: walls, ceilings, floors which do not influence structures when it is rebuilt.
Mechanism
Mechanism is a device which is useful to humans that can transform or transmit an amount of physical quantity. A device is a structure that generates an electric or chemical effect by using mechanical advantages. For example, there are devices such as combustion device, refrigerating device, and electrolytic device.
Machine tool Machine tool is an assistance device for a machine, and a device is either a machine which has a simple structure or a term as a general equipment.
Office items
Office items are equipments used by people which locates in offices, stores, and fields. Household items Household items are a series of items used for somebody's living, such as furnitures, clothes, accessories, foods, and fuel Vehicular contrivance Vehicular contrivances are defined as rail vehicles, vehicles for special use, vehicles for transportation business, and delivery equipments. Inventory assets Inventory assets are defined as raw and sub materials, goods-in-process, half products, products, by-products, goods and storage items. 
